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Leask points that:

Sanskrit Cosmography had been metamorphosed into geography

by 'follow[ing] the track, real or imaginary, of [Hindu] deities and

heroes; comparing all their legends with such accounts of holy

places in the regions of the west...preserved by Greek mytholo-

gists; and endeavouring to provide the identity of the places by the

similarity of the names and remarkable circumstances [3]
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colonial construction of racial hierarchy to subordinate Egypt

to IndiaThis subordination of Egypt to India in terms of

chronological priority is accompanied by a distinctly colonial con-

struction of racial hierarchy in which the inhabitants of contempo-

rary Africa are equated with the aboriginal inhabitants of India,

both descended from the proscribed family of Ham, Charma, or

Hasyasilas (the laughter). [3]

  



       


  
Wilford, in fact, attributed lotus-like

division of Old Continent to his puranic source as:

lotus-like division of the old continent into seven 'dwipasÑ or

climates centred on Mount Meru, from whence four rivers flowed

to the cardinal points of the earth. Moving in a north-westerly di-

rection from Jambu (India), the six dwipas were as follows: Cusa

(the country between the Persian Gulf, the Caspian Sea, and the

Western boundary of India); Placsha (Asia Minor, Armenia, etc,.);

Salmali (Eastern Europe, bounded on the west by the Baltic and

Adriatic Seas); Crauncha (Germany, France, and the northern parts

of Italy); Sacam -- alternatively Swetam, the White Islands (The

British Isles, surrounded by the 'sea of milk); Pushcara (Ice-

land)[3][9]

Wilford narrated the story of Salivahana that the child had born to

a virgin and a carpenter, later became a mystic, and finally cruci-
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fied in a Y-shaped plough. In 1805, Wilford had confessed pub-

licly that some of the manuscripts he had been working were, in

fact, forged, though, he didn t specifically refer to the Salivahana

story; later, when he had published in 1807 -- 2 years after his

confession -, he preceded it with a disclaimer as: The Salivahana

story 'is a most crude and undigested mass of heterogeneous leg-

ends taken from the apocryphal gospel of the infancy of Christ, the

tales of the Rabbis and Talmudists concerning Solomon, with some

particulars about Muhammed...jumbled together with...the history

of the Persian kings of the Sassanian dynas

 
      
Friedrich Schlegel, an author and poet, in his essay On the Lan-

guage and Wisdom of India(Über die Sprache und Weisheit der

Indier, in German language) applauded Wilford' s putative discov-

ery of the Indian origin of Egyptian civilisation, establishing India

as the Ursprung, to settle the long-standing controversy about the

relative antiquity of the two civilisations -- India and Egypt. Al-

though Schlegel supported the extreme views of Wilford as ''Ev-

erything, absolutely everything, is of Indian origin"[3][11] yet he

denounced Wilford; later, for his fanciful temerity as:

the fanciful temerity of a Wilford was bringing discredit on the

Indian researches—a temerity which would necessarily provoke a

re-action, and lead, as in some recent instances, to a prosaic nar-

row-mindedness, that would seek to bring down the whole system

of Indian civilization to the dull level of its own vulgar concep-

tions.[12]
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all the best people

voted for me, the Professors almost unanimously, but the vulgus profanum

made the majority    
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Rig Veda, was

in reality not his at all. A German scholar did the work, and Muller appropri-

ated the credit for it.[12]
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language forms an

impassable barrier between man and beast (17)  


     
The visit was really a revelation to me. That little

white house, its setting in a beautiful garden, the silver-haired sage,

with a face calm and benign, and forehead smooth as a child s in

spite of seventy winters, and every line in that face speaking of a

deep-seated mine of spirituality somewhere behind; that noble wife,

the helpmate of his life through his long and arduous task of excit-

ing interest, overriding opposition and contempt, and at last creat-

ing a respect for the thoughts of the sages of ancient India — the

trees, the flowers, the calmness, and the clear sky — all these sent

me back in imagination to the glorious days of ancient India, the

days of our brahmarshis and rajarshis, the days of the great

vanaprasthas, the days of Arundhatis and Vasishthas. It was neither

the philologist nor the scholar that I saw, but a soul that is every

day realizing its oneness with the universe  
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Müller put forward and promoted the theory of a ''Turanian''

family of languages or speech, comprising the Finnic, Samoyedic,

''Tataric'' (Turkic), Mongolic, and Tungusiclanguages.[33][34]

According to Müller these five languages were those ''spoken in

Asia or Europe not included under the Arian (sic) and Semitic

families, with the exception perhaps of the Chinese and its dia-

lects''. In addition, they were ''nomadic languages, '' in contrast to

the other two families (Aryan and Semitic), which he called State

or political languages.[35]




        
         
       




  


        




TO HIS WIFE, OXFORD, December 9, 1867.

''……I feel convinced, though I shall not live to see it, that

this edition of mine and the translation of the Veda will hereafter

tell to a great extent on the fate of India, and on the growth of
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millions of souls in that country. It is the root of their religion, and

to show them what that root is, I feel sure, the only way of uproot-

ing all that has sprung from it during the last 3,000 years.
       




  
an ethnologist who speaks of Aryan race, Aryan blood, Aryan

eyes and hair, is as great a sinner as a linguist who speaks of a

dolichocephalic dictionary or a brachycephalic grammar'' and that

''the blackest Hindus represent an earlier stage of Aryan speech

and thought than the fairest Scandinavians''. [32]
He who knows one, knows none


Like many of his contemporaries, Müller believed that

genuine.

''The Science of Religion"  he wrote, ''may be the last of

the sciences which man is destined to elaborate; but when it is

elaborated, it will change the aspect of the world" (Chips, xix).

This enthusiasm helped to stimulate the scholarship that made

Müller' s own ideas obsolete      
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 In his Course in

General Linguistics in the chapter on the 'Immutability and Muta-

bility of the Sign', Ferdinand de Saussure credits Whitney with

insisting on the arbitrary nature of the linguistic sign  


Although little in modern Ameri-

can linguistics can be traced or attributed uniquely to Whitney' s

work, his writings on general linguistics have continued to be regu-

larly praised for their ''sanity" a term reflecting his clarity of style,
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the care he took to provide examples drawn from actual language

usage in support of thoughtful, empirically based statements, and

his avoidance of the ''metaphysical'' mysticism of some of his con-

temporaries. The writing table at which he stood to prepare so

many of his 360 books and articles was eventually obtained by the

Linguistic Society of America, founded in 1924, and is passed on

to each successive editor of that society' s journal, Language, as an

honor of the office.
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The Times, he was

described as ''a celebrated scholar and teacher of the Indian lan-
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guages, classical and vernacular, and the author of several educa-

tional works'', who had worked for many years to help teach pro-

bationers members of the Indian Civil Service studying at Ox-

ford.[5]
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 Crest jewel of Wisdom
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Vast deep calm with a

mighty wisdom. . .  his consciousness seemed infinite. . . such

currents!(27
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In this age when men are responding to a

spiritual need for unity and brotherhood among all the nations of the world,

we find a spiritual vocabulary being drawn from the rich treasury of Sanskrit

terminology because these words are already ripe with truths divine.[44].

a stress has been given to the

verb-roots of the words, for they are the essential carriers of the meaning of

the words as originating in the spiritual element of the Universe 

         


 

        
 
The Indian Libertarian wrote:

''Dr. Tyberg has woven for us a magnificent fabric of primary source materials

of the highest authority'', and The Indian Review hailed the ''novel approach

and sincerity of scholarship'' ending with the words ''Dr. Tyberg has laid all

lovers of Sanskrit under a debt of gratitude.''[48] In Mother India, Sanat K.
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Banerji admired Tyberg's ''. boldness and originality'' and particularly com-

mended three major innovations: ''within a reasonable compass, practically

all the important terms that a students of (India's) most valuable works is

likely to come across'', the relating of ''technical terms to the verbal roots

from which they are derived'' and the ''signal service'' which he felt must be

emphasized: ''Vedic interpretation has long suffered at the hands of scholars

wholly ignorant of the spiritual endeavours the Vedas were meant to enshrine.

The author has a valuable chapter on the Vedas and their spiritual meaning. ..

compiled from Sri Aurobindo's monumental work on the subject''. The re-

view finished with the words: ''Dr. Tyberg has justified the name Jyotipriya

given her by Sri Aurobindo''. [49]


  
   



One academic reference attested ''Tyberg' s lectures were distin-

guished by wide reading and research; and even more than this, she imparted

to her students and hearers the spiritual aroma and inspiration of the great

philosophical schools of the East'' [29] Tyberg often said that it was in the joy

of teaching that she transcended all pain.[39]


This Center is not a

business or a sect or a popular or social activity. It is a service to the Divine to

share and unite the best aspects of the spiritual and religious, philosophical

and cultural and healing arts of the East and West for uplifting and leading to

a Divine Life on Earth.... May it continue to grow thus spontaneously with

Divine backing with no catering to lower standards for attracting money''.

[29] 
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After a life where

she sought ''long service. .. in search of truth, beauty and joy to share with all'',

her final aspiration was ''the speedy return of my soul to the Divine. ..so I may

return again to serve the Light
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Pollock calls the Ramayana fundamentally a text of ''othering'' as

outsiders in the epic are  ''othered'' by being represented as sexual,

dietetical, and political deviants. Ravana, is not only  ''other'' due

to his polygyny but is presented as a tyrant. Similarly, he states that

the rakshasas (demons) of the poem can be viewed from a psycho-

sexual perspective to symbolise all that the traditional Sanskritic

Indian might desire and fear. He contrasts the othering in the

Ramayana with the Mahabharata which not only has no othering,

but in fact has ''brothering'' due to the shared identity of the antago-

nists.
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